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1 Orange Park Urban Forest Management Plan  

 

Executive Summary 

 

In March, 2016, the Town of Orange Park contracted with Legacy Arborist Services to conduct a 

comprehensive inventory of trees located within selected Town rights-of-way and public parks. 

The inventory information is intended to allow Town Department of Public Works employees to 

easily locate and identify individual trees that are in need of work. The inventory data shall also 

serve as the basis for the proposed strategies contained in this management plan, which shall 

provide a long term framework for town leaders to plan and oversee the management of the 

town’s tree infrastructure.   

 

Inventory data collection took place in March and April, 2016. A total of 2100 trees were 

included in the inventory, with 1270 of these trees located within the selected street rights of way 

and 830 trees located in the selected parks.  

 

Predominant species identified in the inventory include Laurel Oak (485 trees), Live Oak (340 

trees), Crape myrtle (152 trees), and Sweetgum (120 trees), which together comprise 52% of the 

inventoried population. An additional 60 species comprise the remaining 49%. Listed invasive 

exotic species comprise 5% of the inventoried trees. These primarily include Camphor and 

Chinese Tallow, as well as Carolina Laurelcherry which behaves like an invasive. These species 

tend to prolifically seed and take over areas formerly occupied by native tree species. They 

should never be planted in any case, and should be removed whenever the opportunity arises.  

 

Age classes include 25% young trees, 54 % mature trees, and 21% overmature trees. Size 

distribution, however, is probably a more reliable measure for evaluating the future evolution 

and longevity of the community forest population. The inventoried trees include 21% between 

five and eight inches dbh, 38% between nine and 16 inches dbh, 21% between 17 and 24 inches 

dbh, 21% over 24 inches dbh. This suggests that the Town tree population needs more trees in 

the smallest age class, especially since less than half the smaller trees are rated as being in Good 

condition. It also indicates that the number of trees in the larger age classes needs to be reduced 

over time since a healthy tree population is recommended to have 40% in the smallest age class 

and 10% in the largest age class.   

 

Overall, 39% of the inventoried trees were rated as Good; 45% were rated as Fair; 15% were 

rated as Poor; and 1% (25 trees) were found to be dead. A total of 73 trees were recommended 

for Priority 1 removal; 57 trees for Priority 1 pruning; 101 for Priority 2 removal; and 105 for 

Priority 2 pruning. Ensuring public safety, as well as facilitating vehicular and pedestrian traffic, 

served as the primary basis for making these recommendations. An additional 1056 trees were 

recommended for pruning, removal, and other treatments which can be performed at a future 

date as resources become available. 

 

The trees included in this inventory provide an estimated $197,367 in ecosystem services to the 

Town of Orange Park each year. This includes absorption of air pollution, sequestration of 

carbon, retention of stormwater, and conservation of energy. The approximate appraised value of 

these trees is estimated to be $14.9 million.  
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The plan includes an estimated contracted cost for recommended Priority 1 and 2 treatments of 

$255,000, as summarized in the chart on page 20. 

 

LAS arborists have observed that the Town of Orange Park overall has a well-stocked tree 

canopy within the Town limits. Town officials have expressed an interest in increasing their 

efforts to plant new trees on public property. This plan recommends, however, that the Town 

devote their available resources to addressing the conditions identified in the inventory of 

existing trees before addressing reforestation.  Immediate priorities would include ensuring 

clearance for vehicles and pedestrians and removing dead limbs and branches large enough to 

pose hazards over roads and in parks. Then, the highest priority removals and prunings in the 

most critical areas should be performed.  

 

Once these treatments are sufficiently completed, the Town can focus on establishing new 

plantings in open areas and replacing tree canopy where a sufficient number of trees have been 

removed. The plan recommends street right-of-way corridors which currently present 

opportunities for tree planting. The plan also recommends tree species appropriate for planting in 

various sized locations, needed tree spacing for those species, and best practices for site 

preparation, planting, and follow-up care. Species recommended for planting will enhance the 

diversity and health of the community forest. Strategies to implement a community reforestation 

program and engage local citizens in the management of their urban forest are also described.  
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Introduction 

 

The Town of Orange Park, originally incorporated in 1879, is an inland community located in 

Clay County, Florida, in proximity to Jacksonville. The St Johns River and Doctors Inlet serve as 

the eastern and southern boundaries of the town, respectively. The Town limits encompass 3.5 

square miles with a population of 8,500.  The Town contains 45 linear street miles and has 

approximately 64 acres of public open space. 

 

The community tree canopy benefits the Town by enhancing its appeal for tourism, new 

residents, and businesses. Research has indicated that consumers prefer to shop where 

streetscapes include trees and they also tend to shop longer and spend more in business districts 

that are well-landscaped (Wolf 1999).  

 

Research has further shown that trees can be an instrumental part of mitigating urban 

environmental problems, such as poor air quality, increased ambient air temperature, and 

excessive stormwater runoff. Properly maintained public trees also increase real estate values 

and provide neighborhood residents with a better sense of well-being. Residential neighborhoods 

with green surroundings tend to have less incidences of crime and reduced citizen concern about 

crime (Kuo and Sullivan 2001). 

 

Town leaders and citizens have for several years demonstrated a genuine interest in maintaining 

their tree canopy. Orange Park has been certified as a Tree City USA and has enforced a Town 

tree ordinance in some form since 1980. The Town Department of Public Works manages trees 

on publicly owned properties, while the Planning and Zoning Department enforces the 

provisions of the town tree ordinance. Currently, the Town Code of Ordinances includes several 

provisions within Article V Section 5 of the Land Development Code that pertain to the 

management of trees. The stated objective for this section includes “promoting the preservation 

and use of trees in the community.” Provisions contained in this section include criteria for 

approving tree removals, tree protection during construction, replacement tree stocking levels 

and/or credits for removing trees, the quality of replacement nursery stock, and standards for 

proper installation.  

 

At the onset of this project, Town leaders expressed a particular interest in the following goals: 

 

 Promote public safety by maintaining a healthy town tree canopy on public property. 

 Maintain and increase the percentage of the area within the town covered by tree canopy. 

 Increase the ecosystem services provided by The town tree canopy. 

 Establish and maintain trees on public property in an efficient and cost-effective manner.  

 Increase citizen interest and engagement in the management of the tree canopy. 

 

 

This plan will provide strategies for Planting, Pruning, Protecting, and Promoting trees in the 

Town of Orange Park.  
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The Inventory 

 

Orange Park allocated sufficient funding to inventory up to approximately 2100 trees. 

Town leaders prioritized the streets and parks that they wanted to have inventoried which 

are depicted on the map in Figure 1 and the chart in Appendix A. LAS arborists were able 

to complete almost all of the identified prioritized areas except for most east-west streets 

east of Park Avenue. 

 
Figure 1: Inventoried Streets and Parks highlighted in red.  
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ISA certified arborists Erin Givens, Eric Hoyer, and Charlie Marcus of Legacy Arborist 

Services utilized Flint S812 hand held GPS data recorders employing Win Mobile 6.5 

Classic operating software and equipped with SOLO Forest GPS software to collect and 

store tree inventory data. The data includes GPS coordinates and the requested attributes 

for each tree located within the street rights-of-way and public parks specified by Town 

leaders.  

 

LAS has provided this information to Town staff in both ESRI shape files and as an MS 

Excel spreadsheet. They have also provided digital pdf maps showing the locations of all 

inventoried trees and the ones which will need the most immediate attention. See 

Appendix B for jpg formatted versions of these maps. In the future, Town staff and 

contracted vendors can use these databases to locate trees in need of management and 

update the data as work is performed. These databases can also be integrated into other 

related Town GIS data layers.  

 

The following attributes were collected for each recorded tree: 

 

 Location: The Flint unit automatically recorded the latitude and longitude of each tree 

as read while the arborist stood directly next to the tree. The closest street address for 

each tree was recorded using the town parcel GIS data layer which was loaded into 

the data collectors. LAS arborists proceeded along the right side of each street, in the 

same direction that maintenance vehicles would proceed to access a tree when 

responding to a service request. To further assist maintenance crews, the cross streets 

between which each tree resides were also recorded.  

 

Park trees are differentiated from street trees in the database. The name of the park 

where each tree was located and the closest streets bordering the park were recorded. 

 

 Side: This is where the tree was located in reference to the listed address, either Front, 

Side, or Rear. If this parameter is either Side or Rear, then the actual street on which 

the tree is located was recorded. All park trees were recorded as being on the Front 

side, except at T.C. Miller Park where the side of the parking lot where the tree stands 

was referenced. 

 

 Site:  Where multiple trees stood in proximity to the same street address, each tree 

was assigned a site number in the order they were inventoried. Trees were numbered 

in a different sequence if they resided, for example, on both the Front and Side of a 

particular address. For park trees, the sites were numbered in the order that the trees 

were recorded, which varied from park to park.  

 

 Species: LAS has provided both the scientific name (genus and species) and the most 

commonly used name for each tree. Arborists were able to ascertain the identity of all 

but 10 broadleaf and three palm trees included in the inventory, mostly small trees. 

Some genuses (Hickory, Holly, and Elm) were combined together as one species  

since their growth and other characteristics are similar to one another and their leaves 

are difficult to distinguish at this time of year.  
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 Diameter at Breast Height (DBH): This is normally measured at 4.5 feet above 

ground line. All single stemmed trees with a DBH of at least five inches were 

measured at one inch increments using either a Biltmore stick or measuring tape 

calibrated to measure diameter. Multi-stemmed trees that forked below breast height 

were measured at the narrowest point below the fork. See Figure 2 for an illustration. 

With Crepe Myrtles, this usually meant measuring diameter at ground line.  
 

 
Figure 2: Measuring DBH on a Multi-Stemmed Tree 

 

 Height Classes: The overall vertical height of each tree was measured using Suunto 

clinometers and recorded in intervals of <10, 10-25, 25-50, or >50 feet. This measure 

helps define which trees compose the upper and lower tree canopy.    

 

 Crown Spread: The average width of the crown measured at 90 degree angles was 

recorded in 10 foot intervals for each tree. This measure indicates the contribution 

that the tree makes to the canopy in the immediate area.  

 

 Estimated Age: The Request for Proposal defined the parameters for this attribute as 

either Young (estimated at less than 25 years old), Mature, or Overmature (showing 

significant signs of decline). In addition to size, arborists used stem form, crown 

shape, growth and branching characteristics, bark appearance, and overall health to 

differentiate between Young and Mature trees. Those that appeared to have the 

potential for significant additional future growth were classified as Young. Mature 

trees appeared to have less future growth potential although they appeared healthy for 

the most part. Overmature trees exhibited little or no net growth and perhaps some 

decline or signs of disease. The overmature trees do not necessarily need to be 

removed, but usually need at least some corrective pruning and monitoring on a 

regular basis.  

 

Operationally, the only way to positively ascertain age is to collect increment cores of 

each tree or have planting records or historical photos for each tree. Tree age often 

does not correlate with tree size. For example, sycamores or even young live oaks can 

grow to a large size at a relatively young age. Planted, open grown trees will also 

initially grow faster. By contrast, smaller species and overtopped or constrained trees 

can look young but actually be much older. For these reasons, some trees that appear 

to be young are recorded as mature, and vice versa. 

 

 Width of Tree Growing Space: The distance from the base of the trunk to the closest 

paved surface was recorded for each tree. This attribute was intended to indicate 
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whether individual trees have constraints on their rooting spaces which would detract 

from future growth and vitality. Trees included in this inventory, however, are 

generally not constrained by pavement on more than one side. Proximity to pavement 

of less than three feet may foreshadow future problems with sidewalk heaving, but 

not necessarily with tree health. Those with a distance of greater than 20 feet to the 

closest paved surface were recorded as having a distance of 21 feet. This would 

describe open growing park trees or street trees on large lots with no sidewalks.  

 
 Infrastructure Conflicts: The Management Recommendations and Priority attributes 

for each tree indicate the urgency in which these conflicts need to be addressed. In 

some cases, the potential for these conflicts was mentioned but was not urgent enough 

for recommended actions to be taken in the near future.  

 

o Clearance: Instances were recorded where trees were either blocking signs, 

signals, or lights, or impeding fences, buildings, and other structures. Also, trees 

whose branches extended low enough to cause potential vehicle or pedestrian 

clearance issues were recorded.     

o Hardscape: Instances where tree roots caused heaving or damage to adjacent 

sidewalks.  

o Utilities: This could include overhead electrical, TV cable, or phone wires close 

enough to be either currently impacted or potentially impacted in the next 1-2 

years by tree crowns. No conflicts with underground utilities were identified.  

 

 Condition Class: The standard Level 1 risk assessment protocol was followed for 

each recorded tree, as defined by the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA). 

The ISA Tree Risk Assessment Qualification (TRAQ) Manual describes a Level 1 

assessment as “…involving a visual assessment, looking for obvious defects…visible 

from the perspective from which the assessment is made.” In this case, LAS arborists 

performed a 360 degree visual inspection of each tree from the ground, but did not 

use tools to evaluate the condition of the inner trunk or major limbs. This means that 

tree defects in addition to those noted by the arborists may exist, and may be  

exacerbated by future inclement weather, mechanical damage, nearby construction, 

and other external forces. For that reason, Town staff shall consider the inventory 

information as a professionally prepared guidance document to help them 

manage the Town’s public tree population and shall take sole responsibility for 

adverse impacts resulting from tree failures originating on public property. It 

should be noted, however, that LAS arborists took a cautious approach to assessing 

Condition ratings and made sure to record any situations that could potentially cause 

problems in the future.  

 

Condition is a function of the tree’s Structure and Health, as defined by the Council 

of Tree and Landscape Appraisers (CTLA). Health is indicated by the condition of 

the foliage and the apparent growth rate. Structure is indicated by the configuration of 

limbs and the presence of decay or other structural defects. Each tree received a 

Condition classification of either Good, Fair, Poor, or Dead, based on a combination 

of structure and health. During the inventory, these parameters were defined as 

follows: 
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o Good: Little or no foliar dieback or dead branches. Limb structure may be 

defective, but not to the point where it detracts from the stability of the tree. Little 

or no trunk or crown defects or pest problems were evident for Good trees.  

o Fair: General or partial crown dieback could be evident, but not to the point where 

the tree needs significant remediation. Some structural defects may exist, but 

these can be mitigated without removing the tree.  

o Poor: Health and structure are compromised to where the tree should be removed 

in the next 1-2 years in most cases, unless the location poses minimal risk to 

potential targets.  

o Dead: May have some signs of life, but is dead for all intents and purpose.    

 

 Observations: These help to explain the reason for the Condition rating, along with 

the Comments. Where more than one type of observation could be made, the most 

important observation was recorded. The following were the most commonly listed 

observations: 

o Cavity or Decay: Could include signs of either external or internal decay of 

various degrees.  

o Improperly Pruned: Often next to utility lines and places where clearance pruning 

has been conducted in the past. Also frequently includes crape myrtle trees.  

o Mechanical Damage: Includes string trimmers, vehicles, and general vandalism.  

o Nutrient Deficiency: Indicated by chlorotic foliage. Usually applies to palms.  

o Pest Problems: Includes damage from insect feeding and defects or decline caused 

by fungal decay. Usually either a symptom of a larger problem or visible but 

inconsequential.   

o Poor Location: Recorded trees may be growing under utility lines, overtopped by 

other trees, or planted too close to buildings, lights, and other structures. 

o Poor Root Structure: Usually girdling roots, particularly on planted trees.  

o Poor Structure: Indicates a need for crown reduction or training pruning to 

improve future growth or reduce the likelihood of future limb failure. Trees can 

be rated as Good but still have poor structure.    

o Serious Decline: Usually indicates the need for removal within the next 1-2 years. 

o Signs of Stress: Usually indicates crown dieback to where some corrective 

treatment needs to be performed, but not always immediately.  

o Site Disturbance: Construction damage, new driveways, sidewalks, etc in 

proximity to the root zone of the tree.  

 
 Maintenance Recommendations: These are the minimum treatments recommended 

for each tree to mitigate observed defects. Town staff may choose to conduct 

additional treatments, or may delay implementing the recommended treatments. Once 

again, these recommendations are further explained in the Comments section.    
o Prune, Cleaning: Removing dead branches and limbs greater than two inches 

diameter at the large end. Immediacy of treatment depends on the size of the 

limbs and the proximity to a potential target.  

o Prune, Clearance: Removing branches and limbs to a sufficient height to facilitate 

vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  

o Pruning, Crown Reduction: Used to address structural issues previously 

identified. This practice is intended to reduce the likelihood of limb or branch 
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failure and encourage the growth of a dominant leader. Usually associated with 

poor structure, and can be used to at least temporarily mitigate the need for 

removal.  

Note: Cleaning and clearance pruning often need to be conducted in conjunction 

with crown reduction pruning.  

o Prune, Girdling Roots: See Figure 3 for an example of a girdling root. This 

condition impacts a tree’s ability to transport water and nutrients up and down the 

tree in the same manner that a tight necktie impedes the flow of oxygen to a 

man’s brain and detracts from the health of the tree.  

 

 
Figure 3: Girdling Root 

 

o Prune, Restoration: Employed following a storm or history of extensive improper 

pruning to mitigate hazards and restore good limb structure. Accepted pruning 

conventions are sometimes overlooked here because structural problems are so 

extensive.  

o Prune, Training: Similar to crown reduction pruning, but focused on younger trees 

to encourage the establishment of a dominant leader and development of a strong 

structure early in the tree’s life.  

o Nutrients, Tree Growth Regulators (TGR’s): More information later in this 

document.  

o Tree Removals: Removals are recommended when structural defects cannot be 

mitigated by pruning without removing a substantial portion of the crown. 

Removals can also indicate conflict with a structure, a location under a powerline 

of some type, or an overtopped tree where pruning will not resolve the situation. 

Priority 1 and 2 removals indicate the urgency of removing these trees for safety 

purposes. Priority 3 removal designation can indicate a tree in a location where its 

failure will result in minimal consequences.  

 

 Priority of Maintenance: Refers to the degree of urgency of performing the 

maintenance recommendations previously listed. Orange Park’s Request for Proposal 

identified classifications of Priority 1 (within six months), Priority 2 (within one 

year), and Priority 3 (Routine - no urgency at this time). In reality, there are probably 

too many Priority 1 and 2 trees identified in the inventory for the Town to realistically 

treat within a year. Additional guidance on establishing city-wide priorities is 

provided later in this document.  

 

LAS arborists determined Priority of Maintenance by observing the tree species, size, 

location, potential targets, and the nature of perceived defects. A large laurel oak, for 
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example, in a high traffic location with a significant defect may be recommended as a 

Priority 1 removal, because laurel oaks tend to contain considerable heart rot and 

inherently have a higher likelihood of failure. A live oak of similar size, location, and 

condition, however, may only be recommended for pruning because live oaks are 

inherently not as prone to decay and have a better ability to compartmentalize the 

decay and reduce the likelihood of failure.  

 

 Valuation: Street tree and park inventory data has been processed through the iTree 

Streets urban forestry inventory software program to calculate both the real estate 

value and the value of the ecosystem services provided by the trees on these streets 

and parks. Ecosystem services include the following: 

 

o Stormwater Interception and Absorption, which reduces the need for additional 

stormwater holding structures and treatments.  

o Air Pollution Absorption: Includes a variety of pollutants absorbed through 

photosynthesis and reduces the need for mechanical or chemical processes to 

perform this function.  

o Carbon Absorption and Sequestration: Also occurs as a result of photosynthesis 

and respiration.  

o Energy Conservation: Savings resulting from reduced need for cooling, thereby 

reducing both power plant emissions and end user energy costs for businesses and 

homeowners.  

 

Inventory Data Analysis    

 
The inventoried tree population was analyzed based on the above criteria to establish base line 

data, review trends and assist with short and long term planning. Specific considerations for 

particular street and park tree populations are also analyzed. 

 

Species Composition and Diversity 

The species profile derived from this inventory probably provides an accurate reflection of the 

overall species composition of Orange Park’s tree population. A list of species found during the 

inventory is provided in Appendix C, with a pie chart illustrating the species composition 

provided in Figure 4. There are a total of 64 species represented among the 2100 inventoried 

trees. Of these, the predominant tree species include Laurel Oak, Live Oak, Crepemyrtle, and 

Sweetgum. Together these four species represent 52% of the trees in this sample. 

 

 
Figure 4. Species Distribution in Orange Park 

Laurel Oak

Live Oak

Crepemyrtle

Sweetgum
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To assess the quality of species diversity in a community tree population, community forest 

managers often reference the 10-20-30 rule (Clark et al. 1997). This rule suggests that 

communities set a goal of not having any single species (for example, Live Oak) comprise more 

than 10% of the total tree population; any single genus (for example, Oaks) comprise more than 

20%; and no single family (for example, Oaks, Beeches, etc) comprise more than 30%. A 

community forest with a species composition in line with these guidelines will show more 

resilience when environmental stresses such as drought, windstorms, disease, or pests become 

prevalent. Newly introduced invasive pests can do the most damage to the tree canopy in a  

population where species diversity is limited. This has happened during the past 10 years in the 

northeastern states, where the Emerald Ash Borer has almost totally eliminated the ash 

population that predominates the tree canopy in many cities.  

 

In practical terms, community forest managers should continuously work to bring their species 

mix into line with the 10-20-30 rule. When planning planting projects, they should plan in 

advance not to plant additional trees from species whose populations exceed the 10-20-30 

percentages.  

 

The inventory data indicates that Orange Park has a diverse tree species mix that almost falls into 

line with the 10-20-30 rule. Laurel and live oaks are the only species whose populations exceed 

the recommended percentages, which is typical of local communities in the Southeast. 

Historically, laurel oaks tend to become naturally established in areas following land clearing 

and removal of other species. They were also extensively planted in many southern communities 

in the 1940’s and ‘50’s because of their rapid growth rate and upright form. Beginning in the 

1990’s, however, these trees were found to have an exceptional propensity to be infected with 

heart rot after age 40 with resulting trunk and limb failures in succeeding years. Duryea (2007) 

found them to have highest rate of breakage and windthrow during the 2004 and 2005 

hurricanes. Water oaks and southern red oaks tend to have similar problems with heart rot, but 

the Town tree population does not have a great deal of either species. Laurel oaks comprise a 

significant portion of the trees recommended for removal, and Town officials should focus on 

them when planning future removals.  

 

Live oaks can also grow rapidly during the first part of their lives. Unlike laurel oaks, however, 

they aren’t nearly as susceptible to decay fungus and can compartmentalize decayed wood when 

it occurs. Consequently, live oaks have a typical lifespan of well over 100 years. Historically, 

live oak has been the signature tree species of the South and represents an important component 

of Orange Park’s tree canopy. No deliberate effort is recommended to reduce the population of 

live oaks except for recommended individual trees.    

    

The sampled tree population also includes 67 trees, or 3% of those inventoried, from species 

classified as invasive exotic by the Florida Exotic Pest Plant Council (FEPPC). These include six 

species, illustrated in the chart in Figure 5. These species were originally introduced to this area 

because they have visually appealing flowers, fruit, and foliage. As previously stated, however, 

these species tend to seed prolifically and then displace native tree and plant species in natural 

environments. Some invasives also tend to have weak roots and limbs, to where they have a 

particular tendency to fail as they reach maturity. In addition, the inventoried population includes 

33 Carolina Laurelcherries. Although this species is native, it behaves just like an invasive exotic 
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and can become a nuisance. If you include this species, the invasive tree population contains 100 

trees from seven species, or 5% of the total population.  

 

Species Scientific Name Number  

% of 

Total 

Camphor Cinnamonum camphorum 38 2 

Laurelcherry Prunus caroliniana 33 2 

Chinese Tallow Sapium sebiferum  10 >1 

Chinaberry Melia azedarach 9 >1 

Golden Raintree Koelreuteria paniculata 5 >1 

Queen Palm Syagrus romanzoffiana 3 >1 

Mexican Fan Palm Washingtonia robusta 2 >1 

  Total 100 5 
Figure 5: invasive Exotic Species Found in Orange Park 

 

The total tree population of Orange Park may have a higher percentage of invasives since private 

property contains more unmanaged spaces where these species can become established and 

proliferate over time.  

 

Wholesale eradication of mature invasive exotic trees would be expensive, plus the community 

would lose considerable shade and other ecosystem services that these trees provide. Eradicating 

smaller invasives and larger defective trees as opportunities arise would be a more practical and 

cost-effective strategy for dealing with invasives, and then re-planting spaces with desirable 

native species. Development permits on private property could also be made contingent on 

eradicating all listed invasives, unless this would remove too much of the tree canopy. The 

invasives do have an exceptional propensity to sprout new seedlings after removal, so a program 

of follow-up herbicide treatments should accompany removal efforts.  

    

Between 1992 and 2005, Dr Mary Duryea of the University of Florida did considerable research 

following hurricanes to determine the degree of wind resistance among tree species that occur in 

North Florida (Duryea and Kampf 2007). Her list of the most wind resistant tree species is 

included in Appendix D. Wherever possible, these species should be considered for future 

planting projects. Orange Park’s inventoried tree population includes 1099 trees (52%) from 24 

species that she rated as having moderate to high wind resistance, which are highlighted in 

Appendix D. Low wind resistant species found in Orange Park include laurel oaks, water oaks, 

and redcedars, plus the invasive species. These total 691 trees, or 33% of the total inventoried. 

This reinforces the need to focus removal efforts on laurel oaks in the future and perhaps reserve 

future plantings of redcedars to parks and lower traffic areas.    

 

Size Distribution 

Size (diameter) distribution is an important parameter to review as it reflects (although not 

exactly) the relative age of the population and what future management practices need to be 

employed to ensure the longevity of the tree canopy.  

 

Dr. Norman Richards in 1983 proposed an ideal diameter distribution for street trees where the 

largest portion of trees (40% of total) should have a diameter of less than 8 inches, while large 
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diameter trees (greater than 24 inches) should comprise no more than 10% of the population. 

Numbers of Established (9-17”) and Maturing (18-24”) trees would gradually decline between 

these two extremes, as illustrated by the red line in the graph in Figure 6 below.  

 

Figure 6 also displays the current distribution of diameter classes for Orange Park’s sampled tree 

population. This indicates that the Town would have to plant more trees to increase the numbers 

in the smaller size classes while reducing the number of trees in the larger size classes to fall in 

line with the size distribution recommended by Dr. Richards. There should always be more 

potential canopy trees waiting in the wings to replace overmature trees as they succumb to time 

and the elements. It also takes more smaller trees to create as much canopy as a larger tree. A 

combination of deliberate removal of overmature laurel oaks and other recommended trees plus 

natural attrition of these trees will provide spaces for new tree plantings. As a counterpoint, 

however, one could observe that there is something to be said for a town having a stately 

population of large street and park trees.  

 

 
Figure 6: Existing Tree Diameter Distribution vs. Ideal Distribution (red line) 

 

Infrastructure Conflicts 

o Clearance: A total of 127 potential Street (Vehicle) and 41 Sidewalk (Pedestrian) 

clearance needs were identified that may need to be addressed over the next 1-2 

years. Additionally, 11 trees are recommended for pruning back from light fixtures, 

50 from buildings and picnic shelters, three from street signs, and 68 from other areas 

such as fences and ball fields, several of which are located in Gano Park. The degree 

of urgency for dealing with these potential conflicts is indicated by the Maintenance 

prescriptions and Priority for those treatments. Removals are sometimes 

recommended where the trees are either in poor condition or located where they will 

present a perpetual maintenance obligation.  

o Hardscape: The inventory identifies 65 instances where tree roots have caused some 

degree of pavement heaving. Most of these situations can be fixed by just grinding 

the edge of the concrete to where the adjacent edges of the slabs match seamlessly. 

More affirmative actions may need to be taken in a few instances, however, and one 

large live oak definitely needs a creative solution to repairing the sidewalk without 

damaging the root system. More information on this later.  

o Utilities: The inventory identifies 240 instances where potential conflicts exist 

between tree limbs and wires, telephone wires for the most part. Limbs are either now 
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directly in the wires or will be within the next 1-2 years. The degree of urgency for 

dealing with these potential conflicts is indicated by the Maintenance prescriptions 

and Priority listed for each tree. Either the phone, cable, or electric company will do 

whatever is necessary to ensure continued service. The condition of the trees after 

pruning, however, may contribute to eventual failure and the Town would have 

responsibility for preventing a potential failure. If the opportunity arises, several that 

are growing under powerlines should be removed since there is no possibility for 

these trees to ever amount to anything.  

 

Tree Condition 

Tree condition describes the vitality of trees under the given site conditions. The sampled tree 

population includes 39% trees classified as Good, 45% trees classified as Fair, 21% classified as 

Poor, and 1% Dead trees. The dead trees are recommended for removal in the next 1-2 years, 

unless they are located in a place where they have minimal chance of damaging a target. The 

majority of the Poor trees are recommended for removal, with the priority depending on their 

size and location. Most of the remainder are recommended for high priority pruning, and many 

of the Priority 1 trees could be removed instead of pruned if they happen to be laurel oaks.   

 

Observations 

o Poor Structure: Applies to 15% of trees inventoried, including some classified as in 

Good Condition. Indicates a need for crown reduction or training pruning to improve 

future growth or reduce the likelihood of future limb failure.   

o Signs of Stress: Applies to 13% of trees inventoried. Usually indicates crown dieback 

to where some corrective treatment needs to be performed, but not always 

immediately. Most of these trees were rated as Fair, but sometimes Poor.  

o Cavity or Decay: Applies to 12% of trees inventoried. Removal is recommended if 

basal decay is too pervasive to be mitigated by crown reduction pruning.  

o Poor Location: Applies to 8% of trees inventoried. Several are growing under 

powerlines and are improperly pruned as a result. Some are overtopped by other trees 

to where they are suppressed. Others were either planted or retained too close to 

buildings, lights, and other structures. These tend not to be high priority trees for 

treatment because of their size and lack of prominence. 

o Serious Decline: Applies to 6% of trees inventoried. Usually means the tree needs to 

be removed within the next 1-2 years. Most of these trees are rated as Poor. 

o Improperly Pruned: Often next to utility lines and places where clearance pruning has 

been conducted in the past. Also includes crape myrtle trees. High priority treatments 

are not recommended unless resulting significant damage has occurred. 

o Mechanical Damage: Includes string trimmers, vehicles, and general vandalism, 

worse in some places than others. Trees are recommended for removal where 

significant decline has occurred.  

o Nutrient Deficiency: Usually applies to palms, relatively few identified in this 

inventory.  

o Pest Problems: Some detected, but not overwhelming. Usually a reflection of larger 

problems.   

o Poor Root Structure: Some trees as described below have girdling roots, particularly 

planted trees.  
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o Site Disturbance: Construction damage, new driveways, sidewalks, etc in proximity 

to the root zone of the tree.  

 

Management Prescriptions 

o Prune, Cleaning: Applies to 16% of the inventoried trees. Removal of dead branches 

and limbs. Immediacy depends on the size of the limbs and the proximity to a 

potential target.  

o Pruning, Crown Reduction: Applies to 14% of the inventoried trees. Used to address 

structural issues previously identified. This practice is intended to reduce the 

likelihood of limb or branch failure and encourage the growth of a dominant leader. 

Usually associated with poor structure, and can be used to mitigate the need for a 

removal, at least temporarily.   

o Prune, Clearance: Applies to 6% of the inventoried trees. Removing branches and 

limbs to a sufficient height to facilitate vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  

Note: Cleaning and clearance pruning often need to be conducted in conjunction with 

crown reduction pruning.  

o Prune, Girdling Roots: The inventory identified 38 trees with girdling roots. Girdling 

roots and their negative impacts were previously described. Other treatments are not 

nearly as effective until girdling roots are removed. So, their removal is usually given 

a Priority 2 immediacy. They are easy to fix, however, by cutting the root as close to 

the trunk as possible and at a distal location as well.  

o Prune, Training: Some young, healthy trees particularly live oaks on the north side of 

Gano Park, were recommended for this treatment.  

o Nutrients, Tree Growth Regulators (TGR’s): More information later.  

o Tree Removals: Removals are only recommended when structural defects cannot be 

mitigated by pruning without removing a substantial portion of the crown. Priority 1 

and 2 removals indicate the urgency of removing these trees for safety purposes. 

Priority 3 removal designation can indicate a tree in a remote location where its 

failure will have minimal consequences. Priority 3 Removals can also indicate 

conflict with a structure, a location under a powerline of some type, or an overtopped 

tree.  

 

Under separate cover, summaries are provided of Ecosystem Service and Real Estate 

Values for streets and parks, expressed both as commodities (ie, tons of particulates or 

gallons of stormwater) and in dollars. They can be compared to the Town’s cost of 

maintaining these trees, and definitely shows that the value of these benefits far exceeds 

this investment.  

 

Town leaders and citizens should keep in mind that Orange Park has significantly more 

tree canopy on private property, as illustrated by the map in Appendix B1, than the Town 

has on the inventoried areas. A recent study by the US Forest Service (Nowak) found that 

Orange Park has an overall tree canopy coverage of almost 45%, which they rate as Very 

Good. The ecosystem services values derived from this inventory are therefore a small 

percentage of the total value provided by Orange Park’s tree canopy. This justifies 

continued enforcement and reinforcement of the provisions of Orange Park’s tree 

ordinance which encourages the retention of tree canopy on private property. 
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Future Management of the Existing Tree Canopy 

 

It will take a deliberate effort over the next few years to address the issues identified in this 

inventory. The highest priority for treatments should go to streets and parks which receive the 

highest vehicular traffic and the highest number of visitors. Local officials are more familiar with 

which streets and parks receive the most traffic. After considering both the number of trees 

recommended for treatment at various locations with the amount of traffic observed at those 

locations, LAS would suggest beginning work on Doctor’s Lake Drive. From there, proceed to 

Holly Point Drive West and then any of the east-west streets between Plainfield and Park 

Avenues north of Kingsley. At each of these locations, a combination of Clearance, Cleaning, 

and Crown Reduction pruning can be performed before moving to the next location.   

 

Clearance pruning is the most expedient treatment to accomplish, so this should be completed 

first. Town DPW staff normally perform clearance pruning when branches grow below 14 feet 

above a roadway or below 12 feet above a sidewalk. Larger Florida cities with good tree 

canopies typically cut limbs and branches back at least four additional feet (18 feet and 16 feet, 

respectively) so that clearance pruning does not have to be redone for another few years.  

 

Cleaning pruning involves removing dead branches and limbs greater than two inches diameter 

on the large end. The larger and/or higher these branches and limbs are growing above the road, 

the more potential they have to cause damage to people and property if they fall. The inventory 

indicates some trees with dead limbs or branches over electric distribution lines. These need to 

be reported to the JEA as soon as possible, since they could cause power failures between 

trimming cycles.  

 

Crown reduction pruning involves reducing the length of a limb. On mature trees, the purpose is 

to reduce the likelihood of limb or trunk failure by removing several hundred pounds of weight 

from the tree. This recommendation usually indicates a weakness in the trunk and/or the limb 

itself, and perhaps a clearance issue as well. 

 

When other factors are equal, trees greater than 18 inches dbh with either low forks or significant 

decay at the base should receive first priority for crown reduction. This area supports the entire 

weight of the tree and is the most affected area when high winds cause the upper crown to move 

back and forth to an exceptional extent. The attachment between vertical codominant limbs is the 

weakest on the tree, and the potential impacts are worse the more weight these attachments 

support. Reducing the crown, or at least one fork, can mitigate the potential hazard from this 

condition.  

                                                            
 

Figure 7: Trees with Large Codominant Stems and Basal Decay should be Receive a Higher Priority for Crown Reduction 
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Crown reduction should always be conducted according to ANSI A-300 pruning standards, the 

highlights of which are described later in more detail. If contractors are used to perform these 

treatments, a company who can provide an ISA certified arborist to supervise the entire project 

should be used. A list of ISA certified arborists in the Greater Jacksonville area can be found at 

http://www.isa-arbor.com/findanarborist/findanarborist.aspx.     

 

Performing higher priority pruning treatments will remove or at least mitigate the majority of 

tree related hazards along these rights-of-way. Then, Priority 1 and 2 tree removals can be 

performed at each location. If the highest priority removals cannot be conducted in the near 

future, the potential hazards presented by these trees can be mitigated for the time being by 

removing the majority of the crown. Private property owners have done this, as evidenced by the 

photo in Figure 8. This is not aesthetically pleasing, but will buy the Town more time to get the 

job completed.   

 

 
 

Figure 8: Not Attractive, but Removing the Limbs Will Mitigate the Hazard.  

 

                                          
     Failed Laurel Oak        Large Dead Limbs Over Road                        Conks Indicate Severe Decay  

 

Parks   

LAS recommends proceeding with addressing tree issues at the parks where data was collected 

in the following order:  

 

http://www.isa-arbor.com/findanarborist/findanarborist.aspx
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Town Hall Park: This park contains 111 trees of various species and sizes and includes all trees 

between Smith, Park, Kingsley, and Stowe Streets. The primary concern would be the large 

overmature laurel oaks that border Kingsley, Stowe, and Smith Streets that have been 

recommended for removal. These trees have significant limb dieback and trunk decay. 

Maintaining clearance over the roofs of the city hall and police/fire department buildings also 

needs to receive attention before the limbs become larger and more difficult to treat.  

  

TC Miller Center: This small park contains 22 trees located on the perimeter of the parking lot 

and house. The parking lot is often filled with cars at various times. Most of these trees are large 

and either mature or overmature laurel oaks where either crown reduction pruning or removal is 

recommended. One large live oak has had cables installed to stabilize two large limbs. The 

cables need to be inspected and adjusted annually by the contractor who installed them. 

Clearance pruning of limbs over the house roof should be done at some point.  

  

Clarke House Park: This park contains 131 trees, with almost all of them being either mature or 

overmature. The trees that present the most concern surround the playground area, and to a lesser 

extent the house and other structures. In particular, there are two laurel oaks leaning over the  

shelter in the playground that should be removed within the next 1-2 years. As they grow older, 

their likelihood of failure will increase and the degree of difficulty and cost to remove them will 

also increase. There are also some large laurel oaks and others on the west side of the playground 

where either treatments or monitoring are recommended. Some other trees near buildings, 

structures, and roads need to be pruned for clearance and structural stability, and a couple of 

them are almost dead and need to be removed. Clearance over parking lots and roads needs to be 

maintained.     

 

Gano Avenue Park: This park contains 122 trees. Most trees appear to have been planted within 

the past 20-30 years in order to shade ballfields and the playground. Generally, some clearance 

pruning needs to be done to get limbs off the fences, structures, and light fixtures. In a few cases, 

the trees need to be totally removed in places where they are too close to these structures and/or 

they are in poor condition.   

 

A number of older laurel oaks have declined to where they need to either be removed or pruned 

for crown reduction to reduce the likelihood of limb failure. Planted sweetgums and sycamores 

have grown well up to this point, but some appear to be declining at a relatively young age as 

evidenced by dead limbs and sapsucker damage. This may have been caused by soil compaction, 

which is exacerbated by regular mowing over several years. Installing sidewalks a few years ago 

may have also damaged some tree roots. Some damage also appears to have been caused by 

repeated scraping of the trunk by lawn mowers and weed eaters. Ground crews need to be more 

careful when working around these trees in the future, and be satisfied with leaving as much as 6 

inches of untrimmed grass around the trunk base. Maintaining a mulch ring around each tree will 

also discourage lawn equipment from coming too close to the tree. Soil aeration may also help 

maintain future root health. In general, the health of these trees and the need for clearance should 

be monitored annually in the future.  

 

A number of the trees in this park have girdling roots, which probably originated by the nurseries 

leaving them in their containers for too long before they were planted. As previously stated, 

girdling roots increasingly restrict the flow of water and nutrients up and down the trunk as the 
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tree ages. It is easy to cut these roots at either end with a hand saw, but other treatments to 

improve the health of the tree will not be effective unless these roots are severed first.  

 

The live oaks surrounding the football field on the north side are growing well for the most part. 

They have been pruned in the past to achieve clearance, but they need to be pruned differently in 

the future to create a more upright wind-resistant structure. Some young and barely mature trees 

are in good condition, but crown reduction pruning performed during the next few years will 

improve the structural stability of these trees as they grow larger.  

 

The crape myrtle trees along Gano Avenue probably need to be removed and replaced. Several 

show repeated string trimmer damage. Many of the branches exhibit dieback and are growing 

lichens, a sign that the trees are not healthy. Perhaps they could be cut back to a height of five 

feet, where the sprouts would subsequently be properly managed and crossing branches removed 

as they grow back.      

 

Magnolia Cemetery: This area contains 355 trees, and has the most diverse species population. 

Although the cemetery contains a number of trees that need to be either mitigated or removed, 

vehicle and pedestrian traffic is minimal most of the time and opportunities for potential damage 

or injury are lower than the other parks. There is one tree on the north fence with basal decay that 

could potentially fall into the mausoleum on the other side of the fence if the tree fails. Other 

than that, there are a number of overmature trees that need to be either pruned or removed to 

reduce the likelihood of roads being obstructed, gravestones being damaged, or visitors being 

injured.    

 

Somers Sunshine Park: This small park contains 88 trees. Although several are rated as being in 

Poor condition, none of them appear to present a hazard to the nearby roads or parking lot. The 

park receives no vehicular traffic and only occasional pedestrian visitors. Management 

recommendations focus on removing smaller trees to allow the larger and more desirable trees 

more room to grow and develop better structure. This park is recommended to be the last priority 

for treatment.   

 

                                                  
 

Figure 9: 

Trees Recommended for Removal in Town Park (Photo 1) and Clarke House Park (Photo 2 & 3). 
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Figure 10: 

Mechanical Damage on Crape Myrtle           Overmature Trees at T.C. Miller Park 

 

 

Costs of Implementing Recommendations 

 

In order to complete the Priority 1 and 2 recommendations, it is suggested that the Town allocate 

$500/tree for pruning and $1000/tree for removals. The following chart, Figure 11, summarizes 

the estimated cost for completing these operations.  

 

  Priority 1 Priority 2   

        

Removals 73 101   

   $   73,000   $ 101,000    

Pruning 57 105   

   $   28,500   $   52,500   

   $ 101,500   $ 153,500   $   255,000  

 

Some cost savings can be realized by soliciting competitive bids and grouping multiple prunings 

and removals from a designated area together. The Town Department of Public Works has 11 

employees, two bucket trucks, a chipper and various hand tools at their disposal. Some 

operations that don’t require as much time or experience can be handled using in-house 

resources.  

 

Managing Existing Small Species 
 

Crape myrtles (Lagerstroemia indica), an introduced species from Asia, are sometimes called the 

"Lilac of the South." They can occupy fairly small spaces and provide beauty in the landscape by 

flowering throughout the late Spring and Summer, Fall leaf color, and decorative bark.  

 

Multi-stemmed crape myrtles require more care than other tree species because of their 

branching pattern. Although it is a common practice, “crape murder” should be avoided unless 

trees have become significantly overgrown. See Figure 12. This reduces the ability of the tree to 

produce carbohydrates and results in numerous weakly attached vertical stems. To properly 

manage multi-stemmed crape myrtles, the following measures are recommended: 
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 Remove crossing branches and stems.  

 Remove a significant number of the small vertical stems. 

 If height reduction is desired, shorten vertical stems down to a pencil width.  

 

If a tree has been crape murdered, just give it 2-3 years to sprout back and manage the sprouts as 

described above. The best time to prune crape myrtles is in the Fall after blooms have fallen. For 

future plantings, choose varieties having a single trunk (known as standard crape myrtles) which 

are just as attractive but easier to maintain.  

 

                           
Figure 12: Well Managed Crape Myrtles, “Crape Murder,” and Tree Pruned to Accommodate Powerlines. 

 

Oleander: Oleander is also a non-native that can fit well into small spaces and beautify the 

surrounding landscape. They also do well when planted near powerlines since their mature 

height is usually less than 20 feet.  

 

Like the multi-stemmed crape myrtle, however, they do require frequent maintenance. Figure 13 

illustrates how an oleander can start out as an attractive tree but will deteriorate into an 

unattractive mess if neglected. Where multi-stemmed trees or shrubs are already established, the 

number of vertical stems needs to be minimized on a periodic basis in much the same manner as 

crape myrtle. Starting with a single stem tree can also reduce future maintenance of Oleanders.  

 

                        
 
Figure 13: Oleanders will Deteriorate Without Maintenance. Single Stemmed Trees May be a Better Choice. 

 

Managing Trees and Hardscape 

As previously mentioned, only a minimal number of conflicts between tree roots and sidewalks 

were detected during the inventory. For the most part, sidewalk heaving caused by tree roots can 
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be solved by mechanically shaving the concrete to where the two sections of sidewalk match 

with one another. See Figure 14.  

 

In the future, more significant conflicts between trees and sidewalks may occur. Before re-doing 

the sidewalk, keep in mind that cutting an excessive amount of tree roots or filling over the roots 

with an excessive amount of fill can adversely impact the health of the tree. This can increase the 

likelihood of either limb failure or perhaps failure of the entire tree.  

 

The following website provides a number of strategies for resolving conflicts between trees and 

sidewalks if the tree is healthy and desirable enough to be worth saving. 

http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/urban-sidewalk.shtml. Briefly, recommended strategies include the 

following: 

 Limiting root pruning to no more than one inch diameter cuts. 

 Re-routing the sidewalk around the tree’s root zone.  

 Installing root barriers to divert root growth either under or around the sidewalk.  

 Installing re-bar or pouring a thicker slab that the tree roots cannot penetrate.  

 Using alternative materials such as crushed granite or asphalt that will accommodate tree 

root growth as opposed to concrete. 

 

In Orange Park, there is a site on Gano Avenue across from the school where the roots of a 

beautiful large live oak have significantly cracked the sidewalk. It is recommended that Public 

Works staff give the health of the tree a high priority when re-doing this section of sidewalk. In 

this case, LAS arborists recommend that a small bridge of some kind be built over the root 

system rather than replacing the sidewalk. This is an extreme solution, but worth doing in this 

case. Other municipalities have done this in similar situations, as have private businesses with 

large specimen trees on their properties.  

 

                                   
 

Figure 14: Routine heaving can be repaired by shaving, while more extensive solutions are needed in other cases. 

 

These strategies also need to be considered when new asphalt or concrete is installed. Covering 

trees roots with these materials will significantly reduce the oxygen and moisture available to the 

roots, resulting in the gradual decline and eventual mortality of the tree.  

 

More information on this topic will be provided under the heading of Protecting Trees During 

Construction. Basically, a porous surface material such as gravel or crushed granite needs to be 

applied in a radius in feet equal to the tree’s diameter in inches (for a 50 inch tree, a 50 foot 

http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/urban-sidewalk.shtml
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radius of porous material would need to be applied). Before applying the surface material, soil 

compaction under the surface needs to be remediated using a device such as an air spade.    

 

ABC’s of Pruning 

 

Proper tree pruning is essential to the long term health of all species of trees. Unfortunately, 

many vendors who work in the industry have either not been trained in proper tree pruning 

techniques or simply choose to ignore them in the name of expediency. This also frequently 

applies to in-house employees whose supervisors send them out with saws and minimal 

guidance.  

 

Entire publications have been written on this topic, and tree pruning seminars that last for as long 

as a week are frequently held. The following information is intended to cover the basics of the 

topic and direct Town staff to additional sources for more information. It is strongly 

recommended that at least one Public Works staff member take the training to become a certified 

arborist by the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) and maintain this certification. This 

individual can provide guidance to other DPW employees and provide oversight to vendors who 

prune trees on Town property. More information on attaining ISA arborist certification is 

available at http://www.floridaisa.org/examinfo.php http://www.floridaisa.org/examinfo.php. As 

previously mentioned, vendors with an ISA certified arborist to supervise their crews should be 

hired whenever possible.  

 

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has developed the A-300 Standards for 

proper pruning, which are the standards that responsible managers of community trees follow 

when conducting pruning operations http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=ansi-

a300Pruning&cat=7. These standards have accompanying Best Management Practices (BMP’s) 

which more specifically describe proper tree pruning methods 

http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=bmp-pruning.This information is available 

from the ISA at the included links. Other information about proper pruning is available from the 

University of Florida School of Horticulture http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/pruning.shtml. This 

link explains proper pruning techniques in detail and cautions against bad pruning techniques 

such as stub cutting, flush cutting, lion-tailing, and rounding over.  

 

Maintaining clearance for vehicles and ADA compliance is the most common reason to prune a 

tree. Unfortunately, the most common mistake in tree pruning is called “overlifting,” where too 

much of the lower crown is removed. This ruins the tree’s branch structure and significantly 

reduces its growth rate. This condition makes the tree more vulnerable to future damage. A tree 

needs to maintain a live crown ratio of at least 50-60% over its entire length to maintain good 

structure and stay healthy, as illustrated below in Figure 15.  

 

http://www.floridaisa.org/examinfo.php
http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=ansi-a300Pruning&cat=7
http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=ansi-a300Pruning&cat=7
http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=bmp-pruning
http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/pruning.shtml
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Figure 15: Good Live Crown Ratio vs Bad Live Crown Ratio from Overlifting. 

 

Younger trees need to be properly pruned at a regular interval in order to maintain a healthy 

growth rate and eventually develop a strong branch structure that maximizes their resistance to 

damage when storms occur. Training pruning or crown reduction pruning on older trees is the 

best way to maintain desirable limb structure.  

 

The photograph below illustrates how cuts are made when training or crown reduction pruning is 

done. The purpose is to establish or maintain a dominant leader without removing an excessive 

amount of the crown or making cuts too large to seal themselves. Vertical limbs are removed or 

shortened (depending on their size) to where the unpruned limb will outgrow the subordinated 

limb and increase the structural stability of the tree over time. On a larger tree, especially with 

some amount of stem decay, a crown reduction prune will reduce weight that needs to be 

supported by the trunk and therefore decrease the likelihood of failure.   

 

     
 

Figure 16: Training or Reduction Pruning Showing Where A Cut Would be Made,  

and a Closeup of a Crown Reduction Pruning Cut.  

 

http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/reduction-photo-detail.shtml
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Senior specimen trees, however, need to be pruned only to eliminate safety hazards. These 

hazards include either dead or dying branches or structural weaknesses that can present a safety 

hazard to the surrounding area. Excessive pruning can put unnecessary stress on old trees.  

 

 
Reforestation 

 

This term refers to both replanting after trees are removed and planting trees in new areas. The 

goal of a tree planting program is to establish healthy trees that attain their maximum potential 

size and natural lifespan. This is challenging due to conditions that trees must tolerate in the 

developed environment, such as compacted or degraded soils and limited rooting space.  
 

Conducting an inventory of tree planting spaces was beyond the scope of this project. Orange 

Park staff have, however, expressed an interest in planting trees in existing open public spaces. 

While this plan recommends addressing issues with existing trees first, some related observations 

were made during the inventory. A number of open spaces exist to plant new trees, particularly 

in the northwest quadrant of Town, north of Kingsley and west of Plainfield. Streets in the 

Montclair neighborhood also have opportunities for additional tree canopy.  

 

A cooperative effort is suggested to establish these new tree plantings, rather than merely have 

Town staff and contractors come in and plant the trees on sites designated by Town officials. 

Some communities have implemented Adopt-A-Tree programs, where the municipality provides 

trees to residents either at a small charge or for free where sponsorship can be obtained. A 

variety of species are offered for various sized planting spaces and with various visual 

characteristics. Residents can obtain these trees either at a community event or they can be 

delivered to their homes. Recipients would plant the trees and take responsibility for caring for 
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them. First, they would have to attend an educational event to learn how to plant and care for 

their tree, and this event could be held in conjunction with a family event.  

 

Greenscape Jacksonville is a local non-profit group with experience in conducting such events 

and could probably assist Orange Park with such an effort in exchange for a donation to their 

group. Cooperative Extension may have a horticultural or nursery specialist that can assist with 

this effort as well, or a knowledgeable consulting arborist could provide guidance. Perhaps the 

local utility contractor could use their augers to dig the planting holes on public property. Local 

businesses and other potential benefactors could be solicited for sponsorship. The 

Neighborwoods Program sponsored by the Texas Forest Service also provides a model for such 

a cooperative program. http://www.treefolks.org/neighborwoods-free-trees-for-your-home/.      
 

Why Do Tree Plantings Fail? 

These are the most common reasons 

 Poor handling during transportation and installation. 

 Planting too deep. 

 Inadequate irrigation during the first year.  

 Over pruning during the first few years. 

 Mechanical injury.  
 

Following these strategies can improve the success of a tree planting project over time. 

 

Timing: Containerized and balled/burlap trees can be planted at any time of year. Trees planted 

during the dormant season (Thanksgiving through Valentine’s Day) have the chance to establish 

their root systems before they have to begin translocating nutrients to the crown. Trees planted 

during the summer will usually receive regular frequent rainfall and will only need minimal 

irrigation. Trees planted in hot weather, however, often lose their leaves soon after planting and 

may not regain them until the following Spring. In addition, a wind event during hurricane 

season can wipe out a recently established tree planting. Planners need to consult historic 

weather patterns and avoid planting at the times of year when rainfall is lowest such as the late 

Spring. Otherwise, there is a good amount of flexibility on timing tree plantings. 

 

Site Selection: Right Tree/Right Place is a mantra that is easy to remember and will help to 

ensure the success and effectiveness of a tree planting project. The consequences of ignoring 

proper site selection procedures may not become apparent until several years afterward when 

trees decline and eventually die well before their expected lifespan.  

 

The University of Florida has developed a site evaluation protocol available at this link. 

http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/site-evaluation.shtml. Users can access this site and an 

accompanying software program. This section of the plan will address the most salient points for 

users.  

 

Orange Park appears to have well drained sites for the most part in the areas that were 

inventoried. Some areas, however, may still have a tendency to retain stormwater for extended 

periods. If a proposed planting site is dry at the time of initial evaluation, planners should still 

look for signs that the area floods. These would include the coloration of the soil, flood lines on 

nearby trees, and vegetation typical of wet places. Nearby residents can also attest to whether 

http://www.treefolks.org/neighborwoods-free-trees-for-your-home/
http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/site-evaluation.shtml
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flooding tends to occur on the proposed site. Planners may opt to either plant species tolerant of 

flooding or eliminate the site as a potential location for trees.  

 

The soil pH, which measures the acidity and alkalinity of a soil, may have been inadvertently 

altered. Increases in the pH may be caused by nearby construction that involves the application 

of lime or by concrete structures that are starting to erode. In general, a pH between 4.8 and 7.2 

should provide a good planting environment for the species recommended for planting in Orange 

Park. A simple soil test can be performed to test the pH, either with a kit or by sending a sample 

to the Cooperative Extension Service. Certain tree species may have more specific requirements, 

however. Application of a sulfur compound about a month or so in advance of planting can 

reduce the soil pH on a site if necessary, as can using pine straw mulch over time.  

 

Soil compaction often presents a problem on potential planting sites. Soil compaction impedes 

the tree roots’ ability to adequately spread and absorb enough from the soil. This condition 

makes the tree more vulnerable to windthrow, pest problems, and premature mortality. If you 

cannot easily push a round point shovel into the ground to a depth of at least 18 inches, consider 

the soil to be compacted. Soil compaction can be corrected in advance of planting by deep 

plowing or disking, or by aerating the soil with an air spade or some other mechanical treatment.  

 

Adequate above ground clearance is important when choosing a planting site. The utility 

companies zealously prune limbs to minimize the likelihood of power outages. There is no point 

in planting trees in proximity to powerlines, knowing in advance that utility pruning will 

eventually ruin the structural integrity and appearance of the trees. See Figure 17 below for 

guidance on how close to powerlines that you should plant trees. 

 

 
 

Figure 17: Recommended Setbacks from Powerlines for Trees of Various Sizes. Palms Need 10 Foot Setback 
 

Planting trees too close to buildings is also a common mistake. Planners need to envision how far 

tree branches will extend as the tree grows when they choose planting site locations, and avoid 

situations where the branches will repeatedly have to be pruned away from a building. This also 

applies to lighting, traffic signs, fences, and other structures. A distance of at least 10-20 feet 

from a structure is recommended. Where a potential planting site borders a wooded area, the 

planting needs to be set forward by at least 20 feet from the border of the wooded area. 

Otherwise, it’s a waste of time to plant the tree in that location unless the woods will be cleared 

in the near future.  
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Providing adequate below ground rooting space, however, is the most critical factor in site 

selection. If a mature tree does not have adequate rooting space, both structural and health 

problems will result. These structural problems can cause the tree to fail, resulting in potentially 

extensive damage to property and danger to human lives.  

 

Underground utility conflicts also need to be avoided. If the Department of Public Works does 

not have the underground utilities mapped in proximity to a planting site, then the utility 

locations need to be mapped before selecting planting locations. Planners need to avoid sites 

where utility lines could be damaged while digging planting holes. In addition, planners need to 

consider the logistics of accessing these lines for maintenance in the future. If the utilities are 

more than two feet deep, there should be minimal conflicts with tree roots. They can be accessed 

in the future by tunneling. If the utilities are more shallow, then the tree needs to be planted at 

least four feet away from them to minimize future conflicts.  

 

Tree Spacing: Each tree needs adequate space to extend their crowns and roots to remain healthy.  

As a general rule, follow these guidelines to provide adequate rooting and above ground space: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total planting area 
 (lawn, island, or soil strip) 

Distance between 
sidewalk and 

curbing 

Minimum distance 
from pavement or 

wall 

Maximum tree height 
at maturity 

50-150 square feet 3 to 4 feet 2 feet Small (less than 25 feet tall) 

150-300 square fee 4 to 7 feet 4 feet Medium (less than 50 feet tall) 

More than 300 square   
feet 

More than 7 feet More than 6 feet Large (taller than 50 feet tall) 

Figure 18: Recommended Tree Spacing for Planting  

 

These guidelines also apply when trees are replanted to replace removed trees. Most tree species 

grow best in full sunlight, and neighboring trees will deprive newly planted trees of necessary 

sunlight and soil nutrients if the new trees are planted too close to them.   

 

Species Selection: 

Large species should be planted whenever adequate planting space as described above is 

available. Larger species contribute more to the Town’s tree canopy, provide more shade, 

wildlife habitat, and the ecosystem services previously described.   

 

As previously discussed, a long term goal for the Town’s tree population would be to achieve the 

“10-20-30 rule” with their tree population. In this case, replacing laurel oaks with other more 

desirable species will gradually move the Town tree canopy in that direction. 

 

Species native to USDA Plant Hardiness Zone 9A should be employed whenever possible 

http://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/. Native species are better adapted to local soils 

and climate, and they tend to be less vulnerable to attack by various pathogens. In addition, 

http://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/
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native species are an indigenous component of local ecosystems. Various native fauna species 

depend on native tree species for habitat, and non-natives do not make suitable substitutes. 

Mature live oaks are known to support as many as 140 species of animals, and flowering 

dogwoods can support as many as 117 species.  

 

Non-native species with attractive attributes can also be planted if they have proven adaptable to 

this hardiness zone, have no significant pest problems, and are not listed as invasive. Most 

species recorded during the Orange Park inventory are native to this hardiness zone.   

 

Locally grown planting stock should be purchased from local nursery vendors whenever 

possible. This increases the likelihood that the trees come from a local genetic source which is 

well adapted to this hardiness zone. This is especially important with species such as Red Maple, 

which grows all over the eastern United States. Unfortunately, red maple trees grown several 

hundred miles away are often planted in this area and don’t survive or grow well here.     

 

The University of Florida School of Horticulture recently developed a computer driven tree 

selection guide for Florida located at the following address: http://lyra.ifas.ufl.edu/FloridaTrees/. 

The tree selector allows the user to input their desired tree characteristics such as location, size, 

soil type, foliage characteristics, and tolerance to shade, salt, and drought and receive a list of 

trees that meet those criteria. The site also contains specific information about hundreds of trees.  

 

The tree selector generated the following list of native tree species for Clay County, to which a 

few other species have been added. Before selecting species to plant, users need to consider the 

specific site characteristics and whether they are suitable for that species. Of course, the visual 

characteristics of the tree and its maintenance needs also matter.  

 

Small Species (<25 feet at mature height) 

Red Buckeye, Aesculus pavia. 

Allegheny Chinkapin, Castanea pumila. 

Fringe Tree, Chionanthus virginicus 

Flowering Dogwood, Cornus florida (some varieties better than others for urban settings) 

Weeping Yaupon Holly, Ilex vomitoria. 

Crepe Myrtles, Lagertroemia sp. (smaller varieties available) 

Ligustrum, Ligustrum japonicum 

Waxmyrtle, Bayberry, Morella cerifera. 

Oleander, Oleander sp. 

Wild Olive, Osmanthus americanus. 

Chickasaw/Flatwoods Plum, Prunus angustifolia/umbellate (or purple leafed plum) 

Florida Elder, Sambucus canadensis. 

Walter’s Viburnum, Vaccimium obovatum. 

 

Jacksonville Electric Authority can provide other suggestions for small trees that are compatible 

with overhead utilities. Single stem varieties, as opposed to multiple stemmed trees, tend to be 

easier to maintain and have a better longevity.  

 

Medium Species (25-50 feet in height) 

Florida Maple, Acer barbatum.     

http://lyra.ifas.ufl.edu/FloridaTrees/
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River Birch, Betula nigra. 

Pindo Palm, Butia capita 

Eastern Redbud, Cercis canadensis. 

Loblolly Bay, Gordonia lasianthus 

Dahoon Holly, Ilex cassine 

Southern Redcedar, Juniperus virginiana 

Crape Myrtle, Lagertroemia sp (larger varieties) 

Sweetbay, Magnolia virginiana 

Tupelo Gum, Nyssa sp. 

Podocarpus, Podocarpus macrophyllus 

Sand Live Oak, Quercus geminata 

Sabal/Cabbage Palm, Sabal palmetto 

Winged Elm, Ulmus alata 

Drake Elm, Ulmus parvifolia 

 

Large Species (>50 feet in height) 

Red Maple, Acer rubrum. 

Hickory, Carya sp. 

Hackberry, Sugarberry, Celtis sp. 

Ash, White or Green, Fraxinus sp 

Tulip/Yellow Poplar, Liriodendron tulipifera. 

Southern Magnolia, Magnolia grandiflora. 

Sweetbay, Magnolia virginiana. 

Longleaf Pine, Pinus palustris. (maximum 7 gallon planting stock). 

Swamp Chestnut Oak, Quercus michauxii. 

Shumard Oak, Quercus shumardii 

Live Oak, Quercus virginiana. 

Baldcypress/Pondcypress, Taxodium distichum/ascendens. 

American Elm, Ulmus americana (check for local seed source) 

 

Not Recommended: Any Oaks not listed above, Black Cherry, Sycamore, and Sweetgum, 

because of problems in the current tree population previously discussed. Other species besides 

Crape myrtle should be encouraged to provide more diversity among smaller species. Pine 

species other than longleaf should not be encouraged because they are messy and don’t grow 

well in developed areas. Pecans tend to have brittle wood that easily breaks in windstorms. Ash 

trees should only be planted on a limited basis, since their populations have been threatened by 

Emerald Ash Borer as far south as northern Georgia.  

 

Species that tend to have large or messy fruit such as hickories, and trees with less wind 

resistance such as Redcedars should only be planted in parks. This is probably advisable for 

longleaf pine as well.   

 

This list is not intended to be all-inclusive. Users are encouraged to do their own research. In 

some cases, it may be necessary to purchase seedlings or small saplings of a particular species 

and grow them out in a holding area until they reach sufficient size for outplanting. 
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Purchasing Quality Nursery Stock: The size of the nursery stock to be planted depends on the 

location and use of the trees. For example, seedlings could be planted in a natural area where a 

larger quantity of trees would be needed and traffic would be minimal. Conversely, larger trees 

would be needed on city streets with significant vehicular traffic and potential vandalism. Plus, 

people expect more immediate impact from tree plantings in more visible areas. The cost and 

amount of post-planting care increases with the size of the nursery stock. So, a happy medium 

needs to be achieved. Trees of 2-4 inch caliper provide that. 

  

The Florida Division of Plant Industry, working with the Florida Nursery Growers Association, 

has maintained a publication for over 50 years known as The Florida Grades and Standards for 

Nursery Plants. Any trees planted on city property should meet the standards for a Grade 1 tree, 

or at least be suitable enough to prune into a tree with Grade 1 form at the time of planting.  

 

Public Works employees should refer directly to the latest (2015) edition of the Grades and 

Standards manual found at http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Plant-

Industry/Plant-Industry-Publications. The FNGLA has grading cards available for use in the field 

to facilitate the grading process. The basic elements in the tree grading process include the 

following: 

 Minimum height, caliper diameter, and crown spread for a specified sized root ball or 

container meet minimum sizes.  

Note: Do not buy a tree that is of excessive size for its container. This is another way that 

tree vendors try to sell undesirable stock, by offering such trees at low price. They 

usually do not perform well once they are outplanted because their root balls are too 

small and root bound to support the above ground portion of the tree.   

 The main stem form is not excessively forked or crooked, particularly in the lower 

portion of the tree. 

 The tree crown is symmetrically shaped with a minimum of voids or bare spots.  

 The primary support roots do not circle around the trunk more than a minimal amount. 

This can be more important than the above grading criteria. 

 The tree has a minimum of defects such as trunk wounds, flush cuts, branch stubs, or 

foliar dieback.  

 

Ideally, a city employee knowledgeable in grading trees should visit the supplier and tag the trees 

for the city to plant. If this is not possible, the city contract with the nursery or landscape 

contractor should stipulate that the trees must meet the minimum standard and will be rejected at 

the time of delivery if they do not, based upon on-site review.  
 

Installation Procedures 

 

Digging the Hole – Most horticulturists agree and scientific literature on landscape sized trees 

shows that it is better to plant the tree a little high than to plant it too deeply. Tree roots need 

oxygen just as much as the above ground part of the plant. For that reason, most tree roots (even 

on very large trees) in nature grow within three feet of the ground surface. The roots grow 

sideways more than they do downward, which also provides more support for the trunk. For that 

reason, a planting hole at least two times the width of the root ball is recommended. Conversely, 

the depth of the hole should be similar to or slightly less than the height of the root ball, If the 

hole is inadvertently dug too deep, add soil and compact it firmly.  

http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Plant-Industry/Plant-Industry-Publications
http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Plant-Industry/Plant-Industry-Publications
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Preparing the Root Ball, Trunk and Crown - Remove containerized trees from their containers, or 

remove burlap from the top of the root ball. Containerized trees often have circling roots at the 

edges of the container that will impede future root growth and tree stability. To sever the ends of 

these roots, use a sharp square pointed shovel to shave a small amount of soil from the outer 

edge of the root ball.      

 

Containerized trees are often growing too deep in their containers by the time the customer 

receives them. This is because nursery workers have a tendency to plant them deeper each time 

they increase the size of their containers. Trees that have been grown from seed usually have a 

distinctive root flare at the ground line. Soil needs to be removed from the top of the root ball 

until that flare is visible. If no root flare exists (trees that have been grown from cuttings), soil 

from the top of the root ball needs to be removed to where the top-most root emerging from the 

trunk lies between 1-2 inches of the surface. Ball and burlap trees may also have been planted 

too deep and may need to be treated in a similar manner.  

 

This juncture is also a convenient time to correct minor branching problems in the trunk and 

crown, since a taller tree can be turned on its side for pruning. Eliminate multiple stems at the 

terminal bud; shorten one of the stems where forks exist on the lower trunk (refer to the pruning 

guidelines for more details); and remove dead or misplaced limbs that will be more cumbersome 

to remove later. This cue card developed by the University of Florida provides a quick reference 

guide for this treatment. http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/documents/Pruning-at-

Planting%20PROOF.pdf.  

 

Placing the Tree in the Hole - To avoid damage when setting the tree in the hole, lift the tree with 

straps or rope around the root ball, never by the trunk. Special strapping mechanisms can be 

constructed to carefully place trees in the planting hole. Once the tree is lowered into the hole, 

use a straight stick to check and make sure it has been placed at the proper depth, as previously 

described. If the tree is too deep in the hole, remove it from the hole and firmly pack soil in the 

bottom of the hole to raise the root ball. If it is only a little deep, tip the ball to one side and slide 

some soil under it; then tip it back the other way and slide some more soil under the ball. 

Continue this until it is set at the appropriate depth. Be careful not to loosen the trunk in the root 

ball while adjusting the depth. 

 

Once the tree is set at the appropriate depth, remove all string and wiring from the top of the root 

ball as well as all burlap from the sides of the ball. Wire supporting the sides of the root ball can 

be left in place. Research has shown over time that the roots grow around and eventually through 

this wire with no significant growth loss. The wire also provides initial stability for larger newly 

planted trees. 

 

Backfilling the Hole - Straighten the tree by having a second person eyeball the trunk from 

perpendicular angles. While one person holds the trunk in place, the other uses a shovel to place 

enough backfill soil under and around the root ball to stabilize it. Check the straightness of the 

trunk one more time, and then replace the remainder of the backfill soil. During backfilling, stop 

occasionally and repeatedly jab the shovel into the backfill soil to break up dirt clods and remove 

air pockets. Step on the soil during these interludes before adding additional soil. Do not place 

any backfill soil over the top of the root ball. 

http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/documents/Pruning-at-Planting%20PROOF.pdf
http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/documents/Pruning-at-Planting%20PROOF.pdf
http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/way-too-deep.shtml
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Note: Unless the backfill soil is either contaminated or of particularly poor quality, adding soil 

amendments or fertilizer at this juncture usually does not have a positive impact. In fact, it might 

be detrimental to the future growth of the tree because roots may not grow past the limited area 

where the amended soil is added.   

 

 
 

Figure 19: Schematic Diagram of a Properly Planted Tree 
 

Initial Watering - Once most of the backfill soil is replaced to where the soil around the root ball 

is back to grade level, build a moat with mulch about two inches high, just outside the perimeter 

of the root ball. This will direct irrigation water toward the root ball for the first few months after 

planting. Apply five to 10 gallons of water to each newly planted tree, depending on the size of 

the tree. Apply the water slowly, so that the water can be absorbed into the soil and not run off or 

through the soil. 

 

Whenever possible, a person who is trained and experienced with proper tree planting practices 

should oversee tree planting projects, even if they are performed by local volunteers. At a 

minimum, this person should be present at the beginning to ensure that the project is being 

properly carried out.  

 

Mulch: Applying mulch keeps sharp lawn equipment away from trees, provides a better ground 

cover than sparse sod in shaded areas, reduces weeds that compete with tree roots for water and 

nutrients, and helps retain moisture in the tree’s root zone during drought periods. Keep the 

mulch off of the trunk and don’t apply mulch more than 3-4 inches deep. 

http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/add-mulch.shtml.  

 

Follow-Up Care 

 

Irrigation During the First Year - Is Really Important! Regular irrigation immediately after 

planting encourages rapid root growth that is essential for tree establishment. Irrigation helps 

maintain and encourage the desirable dominant leader in the tree canopy on large-maturing trees. 

Instead of a dominant leader, trees that are under-irrigated during the establishment period often 

develop undesirable low, codominant stems and double leaders that can split from the tree later.  

http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/add-mulch.shtml
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Frost cracks and sunscald along the lower trunk have also been associated with under-irrigation 

after planting. You could lose almost an entire year's root growth if you under-irrigate during the 

first growing season. 

 

Figure 20 provides a concise irrigation regimen for the first growing season: 

 

Size of nursery 

stock  
Irrigation schedule for vigor  

Irrigation schedule for 

survival  

< 2 inch caliper  
Daily for 2 weeks; every other day for 2 

months; weekly until established.  

Twice weekly for 2-3 

months  

2-4 inch caliper  
Daily for 1 month; every other day for 3 

months; weekly until established.  

Twice weekly for 3-4 

months  

> 4 inch caliper  
Daily for 6 weeks; every other day for 5 

months; weekly until established.  

Twice weekly for 4-5 

months  

Notes on Irrigation: 
1. Delete daily irrigation when planting in winter or when planting in cool climates. 

Irrigation frequency can be reduced slightly (e.g. 2-3 times each week instead of 

every other day) when planting hardened-off, field-grown trees that were root-

pruned during production. Never apply irrigation if the soil is saturated. 

2. At each irrigation, apply 1-2 gallons per inch trunk caliper to the root ball. Apply it in 

a manner so all water soaks into the root ball. Do not water if root ball is 

wet/saturated on the irrigation day. 

 

 

Don’t use a String Trimmer within 6 inches of a tree of any size: String trimmers do more 

damage to shade trees (particularly young ones) than any other potential source of harm. In an 

effort to maintain a manicured appearance throughout their work area, maintenance workers are 

often overzealous in mowing down weeds directly against the tree trunk. When small to medium 

sized trees show signs of decline, gashes in the base of the trunk from repeated string trimmer 

injury are often found. 

 

Pest Management: In recent years, this topic has come to be commonly referred to as Forest 

Health, since it addresses the causative factors in addition to the impact of the particular 

pathogen. Once again, this is an extensive topic where a considerable amount of information is 

available through a variety of sources. Answers to specific questions or diagnoses of specific 

situations can be addressed to either the Florida Department of Agriculture (Division of Plant 

Industry or Florida Forest Service) http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Florida-

Forest-Service/Our-Forests/Forest-Health or the University of Florida School of Forest 

Resources and Conservation http://sfrc.ufl.edu/treehealth/forum/. As opportunities arise, city 

http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Florida-Forest-Service/Our-Forests/Forest-Health
http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Florida-Forest-Service/Our-Forests/Forest-Health
http://sfrc.ufl.edu/treehealth/forum/
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personnel should take continuing education classes that address pest management. These should 

be an integral part of the continuing education agenda for Certified Arborists.  

 

If a forest health situation is suspected, the following information needs to be recorded so that 

the forest health specialists at the previously listed sources can identify the problem and 

recommend a course of action.  

 Tree Species, Size, Location.  

 Presence or signs of insects, fungal decay, etc.  

 Number of Trees/Area Impacted. 

 Date when the damage was first noticed. 

 Soil Compaction in the root zone.  

 Recent site changes, soil disturbance or construction in the area. This could include a new 

lawn or new infrastructure.  

 Chemicals recently applied for lawn maintenance and other purposes in the area.  

 Significant weather events within the past year, such as flooding, drought, freeze, wind 

events, etc.  

Take photos of the entire tree, as well as a closeup of the damaged area and the transition area 

between healthy and damaged tree parts. If signs of a pathogen are present, photograph those as 

well. Compress the photos to the smallest possible size to facilitate submission by email. 

 

 

Fertilizing Palms: Palms growing in Florida landscapes are subject to a number of potentially 

serious nutrient deficiencies, particularly if they are non-native. Nutrient deficiencies are much 

more easily prevented than corrected once they occur. Correction of nutrient deficiencies can 

take as long as 2 or 3 years for some elements. Research has shown that regular use of a fertilizer 

having an analysis of 8N-2P2O5-12K2O +4Mg with micronutrients (as indicated by soil or foliar 

analysis) can both serve as a maintenance treatment and correct mild to moderate deficiencies 

and prevent their recurrence in most soil types in Florida. 

 

Tree Growth Regulators (TGR’s): Utility companies have used these chemicals for several years 

in order to preserve desirable trees in proximity to power lines without having to prune them too 

frequently. In recent years, it has been discovered that TRG’s can also improve tree health in 

some instances. When a tree is not allocating nutrients to growth, these nutrients tend to be re-

allocated to sealing off damaged areas, preventing pest attacks, and growing stronger root 

systems and thicker leaves which reduce drought stress. Beneficial results have been shown in 

some instances on Florida trees, and TRG’s may be used more extensively here in the future to 

improve tree health. https://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/fnr/fnr-252-w.pdf.  

 

Protection and Preservation Procedures 

Tree damage frequently occurs during the construction of new buildings and facilities, the 

establishment or renovation of infrastructure, or the maintenance of any of these structures. 

While some damage occurs because of injuries to the trunk or branches, the most serious and 

least detectable damage results from tree roots being cut, torn, compacted, or covered with 

excessive amounts of fill material.  

 

A good short reference for this situation is the ANSI A-300 Best Management Practices for 

Trees During Construction. http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=bmp-

https://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/fnr/fnr-252-w.pdf
http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=bmp-const&cat=25
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const&cat=25. More detailed recommendations are contained in Reducing Infrastructure 

Damage by Tree Roots http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=reducinfra and  

Trees and Development: A Technical Guide to Preservation of Trees During Land Development. 

http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=treesdev.  Each of these publications is 

available through the Florida chapter of the ISA.  

 
The Tree’s Critical Root Zone Needs to be Protected During Construction Activities.  

Ideally, the CRZ Radius Should Be One Foot for Every One Inch of Diameter at Breast Height (4.5’) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=bmp-const&cat=25
http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=reducinfra
http://www.floridaisa.org/isa/proddetail.php?prod=treesdev
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Additional Community Forest Management Resources 

 

Alliance for Community Trees, http://actrees.org/.  

 

American Forests, https://www.americanforests.org/ 

 

Arbor Day Foundation, http://www.arborday.org/. 

 

Florida Department of Transportation, http://www.dot.state.fl.us/projectmanagementoffice/ 

beauty/Highway_Main_files/FHBC_Main.shtm.  

 

Florida Forest Service: http://www.freshfromflorida.com/ Divisions-Offices/Florida-Forest-

Service/For-Communities/Grants/Florida-Urban-and-Community-Forestry-Grant-Program. 

 

Florida Grades and Standards for Nursery Stock, http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-

Offices/Plant-Industry/Plant-Industry-Publications. 

 

Florida Nursery Growers Association, http://www.fngla.org/.  

 

Florida Urban Forestry Council, http://www.fufc.org/. (consider membership, $25/yr) 

 

Greenscape Jacksonville, http://greenscapeofjacksonville.com/.  

 

Integrated Taxonomic Information System, http://www.itis.gov/.  

 

International Society of Arboriculture, Florida Chapter, http://www.floridaisa.org/.  

 

University of Florida School of Horticulture, http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/index.shtml.  

 

USDA Plants Database, http://plants.usda.gov/java/.  

 

USDA Plant Hardiness Zones, http://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/ 

 

       

 

 
  

 

 

              

 
                       

                  

 

 

 

 

 

http://actrees.org/
https://www.americanforests.org/
http://www.arborday.org/
http://www.dot.state.fl.us/projectmanagementoffice/
http://www.freshfromflorida.com/%20Divisions-Offices/Florida-Forest-Service/
http://www.freshfromflorida.com/%20Divisions-Offices/Florida-Forest-Service/
http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Plant-Industry/Plant-Industry-Publications
http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Plant-Industry/Plant-Industry-Publications
http://www.fngla.org/
http://www.fufc.org/
http://greenscapeofjacksonville.com/
http://www.itis.gov/
http://www.floridaisa.org/
http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/index.shtml
http://plants.usda.gov/java/
http://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/
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Rank Street Park 

ROW 

Width #Trees   

1 Plainfield Ave/   50 112   

  Silverwing Circle         

2 Village Way Neighborhood   50 25   

  Bristol Place       

  Chelsea Place       

  Kensington Lane       

  Sheffield Place       

  Village Way         

3 Kingsley Ave East   100 95   

4 River Road  50 119   

5 Miller Street   60 25   

6 Montclair Neighborhood   50 111   

  Azalea Ave      

  Betty Court      

  Chablis Court (E&W)      

  Chateau Place      

  Crosby Lane      

  Gabriel Drive      

  Grace Lane      

  Hopkins Street      

  Marcel Drive      

  Marcia Court      

  Moody Ave      

  Orange Ave         

7 Loring Ave   50 54   

8 Claire Lane  50 48   

9 Milwaukee Avenue   50 103   

10 Mound Street  50 21   

11   Town Hall Park 6 acres 111   

12   Clarke House Park 14 acres 131   

13   Magnolia Cemetary 14 acres 355   

14   Gano Avenue Park 20 acres 122   

15   TC Miller Center 0.75 acres 22   

16   Somers Park 1.2 acres 88   

17 Gano Avenue   50 49   

18 Doctors Lake Drive  100 142   

19 Holly Point Road West   100 126   

20 DeBarry Avenue   50 29   
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Rank Street Park ROW Width #Trees   

21 Grove Park Drive   50 5   

22 Bellair Blvd  80 51   

23 Plainfield Cross Streets   30-50 126   

  Blake Avenue         

  Campbell Avenue         

  Hurley St         

  McIntosh Avenue         

  Morgan Street         

  Morgan Circle          

  Ralph Street         

  Rusmor Street         

  San Robar Dr         

  Shaw Street         

  Stiles Avenue         

24 Smith Street   50 18   
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Appendix B1: Trees Inventoried by Legacy Arborist Services, 2016. 
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Appendix B2: Trees Recommended for Removal, 2016. 
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Appendix B3: Trees Recommended for Pruning, 2016. 
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Species Scientific Name Number  

% of 

Total 

Invasive 

Exotic 

Laurel Oak Quercus laurifolia 485 23   

Live Oak Quercus virginiana 340 16   

Crepemyrtle Lagerstroemia indica 152 7   

Sweetgum Liquidambar styraciflua 120 6   

Hickory Carya sp 78 4   

Redcedar Juniperus virginiana 75 4   

Magnolia Magnolia grandiflora 75 4   

Sabal Palm Sabal palmetto 62 3   

Sago Palm Cycas revoluta 59 3   

Red Maple Acer rubrum 54 3   

Pindo Palm Butia capita 51 2   

Ligustrum Ligustrum japonicum 47 2   

Loblolly Pine Pinus taeda 43 2   

Black Cherry Prunus serotina 39 2   

Camphor 

Cinnamonum 
camphorum 38 2 YES 

Sycamore Plantanus occidentalis 36 2   

Laurelcherry Prunus caroliniana 33 2 YES** 

Water Oak Quercus nigra 32 2   

Longleaf Pine Pinus palustris 23 1   

Sugarberry Celtis laevigata 20 1   

Green Ash Fraxinus pennsylvanicum 20 1   

Slash Pine Pinus elliottii 19 1   

Dogwood Cornus florida 17 1   

Redbud Cercis canadensis 15 1   

Oleander Oleander sp 12 1   

Canary Island Date Palm Phoenix canariensis 11 1   
 

Appendix C1: Tree Species in the Orange Park Inventory  
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Species Scientific Name Number  

% of 

Total 

Invasive 

Exotic 

Chinese Tallow Sapium sebiferum  10 >1 YES 

Chinaberry Melia azedarach 9 >1 YES 

Dahoon Holly Ilex cassine 9 >1   

Bradford Pear Pyrus calleryana 7 >1   

Juniper sp Juniperus sp 7 >1   

Holly sp Ilex sp 7 >1   

American Holly Ilex opaca 7 >1   

Pecan Carya illinoiensis 7 >1   

Deciduous Hardwood   6 >1   

Shumard Oak Quercus shumardii 5 >1   

Golden Raintree Koelreuteria paniculata 5 >1 YES 

River Birch Betula nigra 5 >1   

Drake Elm Ulmus parvifolia 4 >1   

Basswood Tilia americana 4 >1   

Oak sp Quercus sp 4 >1   

Podocarpus Podocarpus sp 4 >1   

Evergreen Hardwood   4 >1   

Viburnum Viburnum sp 3 >1   

Elm sp Ulmus sp 3 >1   

Queen Palm Syagrus romanzoffiana 3 >1 YES 

Plum sp Prunus americana 3 >1   

Bottlebrush Callistemon viminalis 3 >1   

Palm sp   3 >1   

Mexican Fan Palm Washingtonia robusta 2 >1 YES 

Baldcypress Taxodium distichum 2 >1   

Turkey Oak Quercus laevis 2 >1   

Cottonwood Populus deltoides 2 >1   

Tupelo Gum Nyssa sylvatica 2 >1   

White Mulberry Morus alba 2 >1   
Tulip Tree (Yellow 

Poplar) Liriodendron tulipifera 2 >1   

Willow sp Salix sp 1 >1   

Sand Live Oak Quercus geminata 1 >1   

Southern Red Oak Quercus falcata 1 >1   

Waxmyrtle Morella cerifera 1 >1   

Persimmon Diasporos virginiana 1 >1   

Catalpa Catalpa speciosa 1 >1   

Ashe Chinkapin Castanea ozarkensis 1 >1   

American Hornbeam Carpinus caroliniana 1 >1   
 

Appendix C2: Tree Species Representing <1% of Orange Park Inventory  
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High Resistance    
Medium-High Wind 

Resistance 

Hardwoods   Hardwoods  

Florida Scrub Hickory   Florida Sugar Maple  

Dogwood    Japanese Maple  

Dahoon Holly   River Birch  

Inkberry   American Hornbeam  

American Holly   Pignut Hickory  

Yaupon Holly   Mockemut Hickory   

Crape myrtle   Redbud  

Southern Magnolia   Fringe Tree  

Sand Live Oak   Persimmon   

Turkey Oak   White Ash  

Myrtle Oak   Sweetgum  

Live Oak   Sweetbay Magnolia  

Podocarpus   Saucer Magnolia  

Sparkleberry   Water Tupelo  

    Black Tupelo  

Conifers  American Hophombeam  

Baldcypress   Chickasaw Plum  

Pondcypress   Swamp Chestnut Oak 

    Shumard Oak  

Palms  Post Oak  

Pindo   Winged Elm 

Canary Island Date     

Date     

Sabal, Cabbage     
 

Appendix D: Southeastern Coastal Plain Tree Species with Highest Wind Resistance 

  

 










